
Free deburring as
you desire

【MH-101】【MHS-101】
HANDS

MH-101

MHS-101
Furnished

with built-in type
vacuum table.

Affordable
price!

ST-Link Co., LTD

The pursuit of innovative deburring machine for professionals.

METAL-HANDS

One
touch

operation
for changing
a brush!
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Characteristics

Handy but multifunctional!

●Deburring can be done during surface polishing.
●The machine is especially advantageous to minor part.
●The polishing large plate becomes smooth by pulling down 
the side and back guards.
●Dross removing and round chamfering are also operational.
●Air source is not necessary upon operation.
●Holding work piece by built-in vacuum blower.
●The air is cleaned by blower filter before releasing.
●Clean working environment by dust collector.

Specifications

Model

External dimensions

Table size

Table height

Weight

Power

Frequency

Electric Power

MH-101

Width 1250 × Depth 900㎜

Width 1200 × Depth 700㎜

830㎜

250㎏

AC200/220V

50/60Hz

2.25kW

ＭＨＳ-１０１

Width 825 × Depth 740㎜

Width 700 × Depth 650㎜

820㎜

180kg

AC200/220V

50/60Hz

2.25kW

13.11

Examples

Aluminum 3.0t Laser processed

SUS304 16.0t Laser processed with dross
Deburring large work piece
without guards

Deburring small work piece
with guards

SPC 1.6t NCT processed

Polishing brush

The number of brush rotation is 
changeable by the inverter. (The 
maximum speed: 16900rpm)
Changing brush requires no tools 
and just one touch operation.
Therefore, you can easily process 
work piece from rough grinding 
operation up to fine finishing by 
different size of brushes.
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＊Further information is
　available with us.
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●Please be careful the work piece might be rejected in case of polishing small object without guards.
●Also the work piece with small surface or unstable one might be rejected.
●Exposed rotating parts (i.e., the polishing brush and shaft) present a risk of catching items of clothing or parts of the body.　Pay utmost attention 
when operating equipment.
●The specifications/performance are subject to change without prior notice.

Caution
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